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QUESTION 1

When does the storage section search take place during transfer order creation? 

A. After a bin is found 

B. After the bin type search 

C. After the storage type search 

D. Before the storage type search 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What are the features of Task and Resource Management? (Choose three) 

A. It is responsible for checking the execution of the warehouse activities 

B. It aims to assign the most efficient tasks to the correct resources 

C. In addition to checking the physical movements, it also maps activities in the warehouse that were not previously
possible such as packing with a specific task and price marking 

D. It is not possible to location of work center and resource in the warehouse with TRM 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

We are using sample-based inventory procedure for physical inventory in warehouse. What are its features? (Choose
three) 

A. All the material stocks are physically counted, measured, or weighed 

B. Only a random part of the material stocks are physically counted, measured, or weighed 

C. A projection of actual stocks is made on the basic of the sample value 

D. We define the statistical parameters in Customizing for the inventory procedure which is used to decide whether the
inventory was successful 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4

How do we prevent pallets from being forgotten in bulk storage with Storage Unit Management? (Choose three) 
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A. A storage bin can be blocked after the first stock removal and the same is removed automatically when the storage
bin is empty 

B. A storage bin can be blocked before the first stock removal and the same is removed automatically when the storage
bin is full 

C. Storage bin can be blocked for putaway once a certain period has passed after the first putaway and this blocks must
be removed manually 

D. If we set the block with the time limit, we can specify a blocking reason that is saved in the storage bin master record,
and the system removes the block when the last stock removal takes places, provided the blocking reason is same as
the blocking reason in Customizing 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 5

What Customizing allows you to have materials with stock category "Q" directed to dedicated quality bins? 

A. Storage bin type search 

B. Storage section search 

C. Batch search procedure 

D. Storage type search 

Correct Answer: D 
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